This paper examines the challenges that planners face if industry is to survive and thrive in a growing 'postindustrial' city. It examines London, where the difference between the value of land for residential and industrial use, and the pressure to address the housing crisis, is leading to the rapid loss of industrial land and premises. The paper first explores the role of industry in a high-value city such as London, arguing that trends in manufacturing in advanced economies are increasing the benefit for firms of an urban location, whilst at the same time, cities continue to need industry if they are to be economically and socially resilient, sustainable and vibrant. The paper then explores current approaches to planning for industry in London, identifying impacts of a policy framework that anticipates and plans for its decline. Finally, it focuses on the question of how to plan for a productive and inclusive city: we explore the arguments in favour of integrating industry into the urban fabric as well as the benefits of separating land uses and retaining employment land designations, and reveal how urbanists are divided. We argue that if London is to continue to prosper, and meet the needs of all Londoners, then we need to strategically and proactively plan for industry in the city, to experiment with innovative ways of integrating it with other city uses, whilst protecting land for industry, where required. We put forward a critical research agenda to effectively meet this challenge in the future.
watchmaking rather than metal manufacture. For these industries, London offered a large pool of relatively wealthy customers, as well as access to national and international markets. These production processes were also 'vertically disintegrated' i.e. separated into many specialist processes, using subcontracting for different aspects of the production process. This meant that they were hugely dependent on each other and benefited from external or agglomeration economies. The increased use of road-based deliveries and the decreased cost of transportation has meant that many industries no longer need to be cheek by jowl with their markets, and mass producers can co-locate many different specialist processes. However this is not always the case. Some manufacturing businesses still rely on proximity to both other businesses in the supply and co-production chain, and their customers. For example, in Charlton Riverside in southeast London, there is a collection of complementary companies working in lift manufacturing and repair. Here, lift manufacturers and repairers are located next to specialist steel stockholders and electrical fitting suppliers. Working in close symbiosis, these firms can offer a rapid lift repair service to firms in the City and Canary Wharf, as well as to local residential high-rise blocks (JSEP, 2014) . This is also an example of where it is becoming harder to classify companies as either manufacturing or service-based. As emphasised by PwC (2009: 7) : " [t] he line between manufacturing and services is becoming increasingly blurred as more and more companies are operating in both areas, or bundling goods and services together in customised packages for clients".
Recent trends are also re-emphasising the importance of proximity. First, the rise of niche, bespoke production means that producers need to be close to their markets, to understand and effectively respond to them. Second, as customers become wealthier, they generally become more demanding in terms of speed of delivery and service, and there is also a trend towards integration of manufacturing and retailing, where customers can buy products straight from the site of production. This has been actively planned for in New York's Industry City, facilitated by the flexibility permissible within the Manufacturing Zoning covering the area, which has brought retail onto the site to allow customers to buy products directly from producers and makers (Kimball, 2015) . Although this only tells part of the story, argues deMause (2015): the upscaling of commerce on the site has pushed up commercial rents, directly displacing those remaining manufacturers, artists and lower-cost food vendors from the site and neighbouring commercial areas, breaking the link between residents and local jobs, and more generally driving up residential rents and prices in neighbouring Sunset Park 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 as the area becomes more desirable. These negative effects have been documented despite the fact that rezoning has not allowed for residential development within the site itself.
Another important benefit of agglomeration is the availability of labour and ability to share equipment and premises. Scott (1982) argues that this is particularly important for businesses in the incubation phase. New, small firms tend to seek out the mutually supportive environment provided by a concentration of other similar firms, with similar needs. As firms grow, they become more self-sufficient and less dependent on other firms or the availability of such externalities, and can take advantage of lower land costs in more peripheral locations. This has been the trend in mass manufacturing, where the processes of design and production are often separated. However, in mature economies, where there is a growth of smaller-run manufacturing for niche markets, it is harder to separate from the manufacturing process, since design and manufacturing choices are closely intertwined. As the CEO of the design software giant, Autodesk, explains:
During the period where people tried to exploit offshoring and outsourcing, manufacturing and design got divorced from each other. Now companies are realizing that if you get too divorced from making the product, you don't understand how to improve it. (quoted in Leber, 2013) .
This highlights the problem of rhetorically separating 'knowledge-based' and 'productive' economies, as if knowledge, ideas and innovation are not central to manufacturing. Spatially, if manufacturing in mature economies is shifting from larger to smaller companies, as well as relying on greater innovation and proximity to the design process, it follows that future urban manufacturing will benefit more from the agglomeration economies provided by the inner city than in the past. In other words, the 'new economic geography' put forward by Paul Krugman and colleagues (Krugman, 1991; Fujita et al, 1999) as an explanation for the tendency of industries of the information age to cluster in cities despite advances in telecommunications, needs to be expanded more explicitly to accommodate the trends we are witnessing in manufacturing.
In new urban manufacturing, there is a closer symbiosis between production and design, research and development, which again relies on access to skilled labour. In London, there has always been ready access to both skilled and cheap labour, due to it being a first point of call for most immigrants into the country (Hall, 1962) . Scott (1982) argues that throughout history, there has been a tendency for labour-intensive firms to seek central locations (with access to the greatest 'pool' of labour), and for capital-intensive firms (those who The manufacturing of the past was characterised by long production runs and repetitive manual labour. It was used to make goods that varied little between one day and the next. The focus in the industries of the future will be on fast changing products, created to high specifications, often through mixing a range of technologies, from electronics to biotech. Next generation manufacturing will be tailored to individual requirements and fabricated in short runs. (Marsh, 2015) This will require more skilled labour, proximity to centres of research and development, and other technology sectors. This all suggests that, for industries of the future, it will be increasingly important to be near other businesses, to be close to markets, and to have access to skilled labour -all of which are more accessible in cities than their peripheries. This suggests that we are likely to see continued agglomeration in the materially productive sectors of the economy as well as in service and information-driven industries, hitherto well documented. In short, for industries of the future, cities will be more important.
Cities need industry
Conversely, cities also need industry. The most obvious reason is because there are industries that are essential to keep the city functioning, to provide goods and services to its businesses and residents, to deal with its waste, to provide materials for its construction, and so on. A consultants' study of industrial premises in London remarks:
Just consider the diversity of services and products consumed by the average office building: catering; cleaning; furniture; maintenance and fit out; office equipment and supplies; print and copy; security; waste disposal and many others…Much of this support activity is located away from the central area, often clustered around the central area and in outer London… Often the activity is "low key", but is vital to the efficient functioning of the city and in supporting its global role (Harris, 2013: 1) . In San Francisco, these businesses have been given the name 'back street businesses', referring to "an industry that often exists behind the scenes, but provides thousands of well-paying jobs to local residents and essential goods and services to Main Street businesses, local residents and the larger economy." (BBAB, 2007: 6) Furthermore A central location for such businesses is important as they are required to guarantee timed deliveries to customers or their own retail outlets.
The construction industry, which has supported London's property boom, depends almost entirely on industrial land available within London, particularly the manufacture and supply of construction materials, but also related services such as plumbers' merchants, scaffolders, trade wholesalers etc. Facilities like aggregate yards may be unattractive neighbours for nearby residents, but nevertheless form part of the essential infrastructure for London's construction industry.
Retaining manufacturing and industry helps the city to be more diverse and therefore more economically and socially resilient. It has long been known that diverse economies, i.e. those that do not rely on a narrow range of economic sectors, are more resilient (Chinitz, 1961) . London has grown on a very diverse economic base.
Planning the productive city
The evidence suggests that if London is to continue to prosper, whilst meeting the needs of all Londoners, then we need to think more carefully about how to plan for a productive city. But how should we do it? Before going on to discuss future options, it is helpful to explain how London currently plans and what the key challenges are.
Current approaches to planning for industry in London
There is almost 7,000 hectares of industrial land remaining in Greater London (AECOM, 2016), representing about 4% of the total land in the metropolitan area. Industry in London is protected through area-based designations at both the regional and local levels. Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL) afford the highest degree of protection, with losses only allowed as part of a coordinated process of consolidation. Locally Significant Industrial Sites (LSIS) require regular reviews of supply and demand to justify continued protection, and 'Other' 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 industrial sites are not protected strategically but managed by borough policies. (GLA, 2015: 160; GLA, 2012: 7). 51% of London's industrial capacity falls within SIL, 14% within LSIS and 35% within 'other' industrial sites, with no policy protection (AECOM, 2016) .
The evidence base supporting the London Infrastructure Plan predicts an 88% loss of manufacturing jobs by 2050, leaving only 15,500 jobs in this sector (GLA Intelligence, 2013) . Policy documents refer to the historic structural change in London's economy, moving away from 'traditional manufacturing industries' to the 'service sector' (GLA, 2008: 14) . Similarly, the Mayor's Economic Development Strategy (GLA, 2010) 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 permission, account transactions that take place under the radar, or losses in the pipeline due to policy changes, such as Opportunity Areas and Housing Zones (AECOM, 2016) . A strategic choice is being made to sacrifice remaining industry to housing-a strategy that rests on the assumption that jobs in manufacturing and industry will inevitably continue on a downward trajectory, ignoring the possibility that the loss of jobs could have been been accelerated by the inability of companies to secure suitable space in the capital.
At a local level, it is becoming common practice for London boroughs to give more flexible mixed use designations to their locally significant industrial sites. For example, the London Borough of Brent in northwest London has identified one such industrial area (Alperton) as a growth area, which needs to accommodate a proportion of the borough's housing targets over the next 10-15 years. As part of this process, sites that were protected for industrial use are being given a 'mixed use' designation, in order to be able to accommodate housing (LB Brent, 2011). In Lewisham, southeast London, several such sites have been given a designation of Mixed Use Employment Locations (LB Lewisham, 2013), but it is unclear how the Council will secure any significant employment on these sites (Author forthcoming). Many more examples across London could be given. In addition to the sites that were previously protected by policy for industrial use, approximately half of London's industrial capacity falls outside areas that are protected as 'strategic' land (AECOM, 2016) and therefore they are much more vulnerable to redevelopment. In some cases, these are sites that are in local authority ownership, but ripe for disposal. For example, in Camden, there are a significant number of industrial sites and premises in Council ownership that are being sold to fund its Community Investment Programme vi . The fact that local authorities are under pressure to sell off their own industrial sites in order to fund basic community services adds another dimension to the potential scale of loss in the pipeline.
The problem is therefore twofold: a strategic policy approach that continues to support the managed decline of industry and its replacement by housing, together with local planning practices that further undermine remaining industry and serve to accelerate the loss over and above benchmarks set in the London Plan. In this paper, we have argued the case for the importance of a proactive approach to accommodating both traditional and new manufacturing and industry in the city. To achieve this requires political commitment at the highest level, which embraces industry in the city as an integral part of the vision for its future. Achieving core in order to both support agglomeration and protect affordability may not be mutually compatible objectives.
It is also not clear whether a separation of land uses and the protection of industrial land supports or undermines sustainability objectives. On the one hand, mixed-use -whereby a range of different commercial, residential, leisure and community land uses are accommodated together within a building, site or district -is supported by the environmental sustainability agenda of compact cities, following the traditional European model, by the European Commission in the 1990s (CEC, 1990) and there are parallels in the 'new urbanism'
and 'smart growth' movement in the US. On the other hand, critics of the smart growth agenda (Bronstein, 2009; Leigh & Hoelzel, 2012) argue that protecting industrial land is wrongly seen as undermining sustainable land use. On the contrary, sustaining urban industry "fends off urban sprawl" (Bronstein, 2009: 28) caused by outward movement of industry. It also promotes more sustainable transportation between businesses occupying industrial land and the other businesses they serve and interact with.
The broader arguments for mixed use over separation of land uses are often more ideological and aesthetic than driven by a concern for the environment, drawing on arguments considered earlier in this paper around the benefits of diverse commerce for urban vibrancy and authenticity. But the proponents of mixed use are divided in their enthusiasm for retaining industry in the city. On the one hand, there is a perspective that the loss of manufacturing in industrial cities of north America and Europe has eroded any logic behind the continued physical separation of employment land from other city uses and housing, the assumption being that businesses in the new economy (Scott, 2006) no longer seek traditional employment locations, but are more attracted to the mixed-use environments typical of city centres. Promoting more mixed-use also allows employment land to accommodate housing development, and meet the pressure for housing growth. From this perspective, the loss of industry through the redevelopment of industrial land for mixed use redevelopment is unproblematic. On the other hand, there are industry 'enthusiasts' who argue that industry should be much more integrated into the urban fabric (Brearley, 2015; Cotter, 2012; Urban Design Group, 2014) . Mark Brearley, Professor at Cass Cities in London, argues: "We need to shout out that a good city has industry, and not hidden away, but embraced, extrovert, noticed. A good city can accommodate its messy as well as its neat" (Brearley, 2015) . Along similar lines, the Urban Design Group promotes a concept of the 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 "industrious city", which supports bringing more industrious activities into cities and re-appropriating our business parks, driven by a desire to support and celebrate manufacturing activity in cities:
There is an opportunity to move away from the rooted practice to design these sectors out of our towns and cities. Let's make them visible again and stop housing them in anonymous sheds. Let's reappropriate industrial estates and districts through raising the quality of their design and maintenance. As a result, local communities could have a better understanding of how their local economy is formed and develop a sense of ownership. Let's celebrate manufacturing industry again.
(Urban Design Group, 2014: 2).
The concept of a future 'industrious city' might well entail overlap of land uses that are often deemed incompatible. But the enthusiasm for reintegration is driven by revolutions in technology, which mean that many industries are cleaner and quieter than they used to be and production no longer entails large factories capable of mass producing goods, but can be accommodated in small and discreet buildings (Marsh, 2015) , more easily integrated into a mixed-use environment, with housing and other community uses alongside.
However, not all industry and industrial processes fall into this category and arguably it is a long way to go before the commercial market reflects such enthusiasm.
Property agents acting for the industrial sector have argued against 'vertical separation', where business uses are accommodated on the ground floor, with residential uses above. In a report to Camden, a central London borough, consultants Roger Tym & Partners (2011a: 14) state that although occupiers are generally prepared to compromise on the quality of the building stock and price, they generally do not compromise on key locational features such as proximity to customers, unencumbered access and sufficient distance from residential neighbours to enable 24 hour operation without complaints. They report many new mixed use developments with industrial space on the ground floor that remain un-let and argue that developers tend to pay little attention to the design and specification of the industrial part of the development, treating it as a 'loss-leader' and may even have in mind a future change of use to residential. Navigating a way through differences of opinion both within and between professions is not easy.
This final section has revealed that moving forward on the question of how to plan for a future city,which embraces industry, is not straightforward. There are divergent opinions on the question of separating land 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 uses, which go beyond ideological or aesthetic considerations of mixed use development. These include differences in opinion on how to best facilitate agglomeration, and promote sustainable patterns of land use.
Conclusions and policy implications
This paper has explored the challenge of how to facilitate the provision of adequate land and premises for diverse industrial activities to thrive in our future cities, where the population is also growing. In the first part, we argued that various trends in manufacturing and industry in advanced economies are increasing the benefit for firms of an urban location. These include: a focus on making bespoke, niche products, where proximity to the end consumer and an integration between production and design is more important; an increasing reliance on technology, which requires higher-skilled workers; the growth of small and micro manufacturing firms, which depend more on an urban location; and the blurring between manufacturing and services as we have seen a growth in demand for 'just in time' goods and services and authenticity. Therefore, for many industries of the future, cities will become more, not less important. At the same time, we have argued that cities need industry if they are to be economically and socially resilient, sustainable and vibrant. The first message is therefore that we should be planning for more industry in our cities as we move into the future, and that new producers are likely to be smaller-scale and more urban in their requirements than we have been used to.
The second part of the paper revealed that current approaches to planning for industry in London are resulting in a rapid loss of industrial land and premises, undermining the city's future potential and reinforcing a spiral of decline. On-going loss of premises undermines business confidence and diminishes the critical mass required for businesses to function effectively. Furthermore, it gives strong signals to potential entrepreneurs that London is not a secure place for them. The second message is therefore that stronger strategic direction policy, with little leadership or engagement with developers and landowners. London could lead on a series of experimentation projects that aim to integrate industry within a mixed use context through (for example) the specification of design standards to ensure that the space provided effectively meets the needs of industrial occupiers. This could help overcome the risk that inadequate floor-to-ceiling heights, fit outs, servicing arrangements and noise mitigation measures make premises intended for industry unsuitable for these activities in practice. While such design solutions can be imagined, this would not address the question of land values in a mixed use context. Other measures would be required to ensure the affordability of such space for its intended occupiers (see Ferm, 2014 for a discussion of the provision of affordable workspace within a mixed use context). A strong political figure, such as the Mayor of London, could provide the coordination and leadership required to coordinate and bring together the skills required to arrive at workable solutions.
While mixed use redevelopment incorporating industry might provide a future 'fix' to these thorny issues, the loss of industrial land through redevelopment threatens the viability of London's businesses today. Policies need to place greater value on existing productive activities, as well as other businesses in the value chainand pay due regard to benefits of retaining these activities when formulating plans and considering redevelopment proposals. Planning authorities play a crucial role in shaping real estate markets, and ambiguous or unclear wording of policies and site allocations can inflate hopes for residential redevelopmentthis has knock on effects for existing businesses who might face lease problems or even eviction as a result.
This clearly has a detrimental impact on firms and the wider economy. To embrace London as a city with industry, policymakers need to investigate tools outside the statutory planning system. Public authorities need to take a holistic view, considering (for example) their ownership of land and premises, their role in the procurement of goods and services, and the potential offered by incorporating industry in regeneration strategies.
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